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Ringdale Announces “Fax is Not Dead” with ModuLAN Digital Fax Receiver, 
Maximum Efficiency and Security  

 
Easily Digitize Incoming Faxes without a Monthly Service 

 

Georgetown, TX – June 30, 2015 – Ringdale® Inc., a Texas-based manufacturer of USA-made solid-state technologies 
announced today that “fax is not dead” with updates to the ModuLAN digital fax receiver.  For over 50 years, fax 
communications continues to be favored as a convenient, secure, traceable, and binding method of communications. 
ModuLAN  receiver helps companies manage incoming faxes by converting the fax to a PDF email attachment for 
streamlined processing.  ModuLAN connects directly to a phone line making it ideal for companies of every size and every 
computing environment.   
 
Fax machines maintain a solid foothold in today’s business largely due to security as it is difficult to intercept a fax over an 
analog phone line. ModuLAN digital fax receiver provides the next level of protection by converting the fax to a PDF 
attachment emailed to the intended recipient then securely processed, stored, or disposed. ModuLAN removes the risk of a 
fax becoming lost or intercepted, or the need to later copy or scan for digital storage. 

ModuLAN is a self contained appliance that connects directly to the fax-phone Line and the Ethernet Network. Incoming 
faxes are converted to PDF files then attached to emails sending them directly to an inbox on a pre-programmed mail server 
without using a computer.  ModuLAN can also forward to any FPT server for archiving and distribution.  

The ModuLAN fax receiver reduces direct waste and often produces a return on investment of less than a year. This is 
based on approximately 20 SPAM faxes a day @ 0.08 cents per page for 365 days a year totals a direct saving of US$584 
per device. Faster workflow as the documents no longer need to be collected from the machine but arrives immediately in 
the administrators email inbox. Email servers can be set up to copy more than one person, so emails may be picked up while 
on the move.  

“Fax communications has its place in modern business. Simply stating it is obsolete and replaceable by scanners, encryption 
and email is short sighted. Technology companies must not only recognize how companies do business but why they use 
different practices,” stated Klaus Bollmann, president of Ringdale Inc. “ModuLAN fax receiver is paramount in supporting 
doctors, lawyers, and sales in efficiently and effectively using fax communications by bridging the ease of sending a fax with 
the ease of working with digital files once received.”  
 
Affordably priced, ModuLAN retails for $495, the one-time setup of the fax appliance will run for a lifetime without 
maintenance. For sales or more information, please visit www.ringdale.com or call 512-288-9080. 

About Ringdale  
Around the world, Ringdale is changing the way organizations incorporate “green savings” into their IT and business 
environment with innovative products that lead them to a more productive and brighter future. Ringdale’s FollowMe Secure 
Document Output Management Solution prevents paper and toner waste by enforcing printing polices and rules such as 
duplex printing and black and white printing while allowing roaming printing across the enterprise. Ringdale’s ModuLAN Fax 
Appliances contribute to a “paperless office” by completely digitizing the document delivery process. Ringdale’s Renewable 
Energy solutions are changing the standard in efficient lighting with next-generation LED Lighting and Power Saving 
Devices. Ringdale, part of the Network Technology PLC Group, is based in the United States and United Kingdom with 
offices in France, Germany, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore and UAE. For more information on Ringdale products and 
solutions, please visit www.ringdale.com.  
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